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Let a(n) be an arithmetical function satisfying some conditions and write
$nx a(n)=main term+E(x). We obtain an asymptotic formula for a weighted
mean square of the error term
|
T
1
|E( y)| 2
y2_0+1
dytc log T
for some constants _0 and c, by modifying a method that seems due to Titchmarsh.
This method utilizes the following tools: the Perron formula, the Parseval Theorem,
and a Tauberian Theorem. The main difference between the present and the
original method is that we include the contribution of the poles of the associated
Dirichlet series on a certain line in the main term.  2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let a(n) be an arithmetical function and define its associated Dirichlet
series by F(s)=n=1 a(n) n
&s. In most cases, the asymptotic formula for
its Dirichlet summatory function $nx a(n) can be expressed as a sum of
two parts, $nx a(n)=(Main term)+E(x), where E(x) is the so-called
error term (or remainder term). Here, we shall study a weighted mean
square formula of E(x) for some arithmetical functions by means of the
mean value of |F(_+it)|2.
The prototype of our approach is a method which seems due to Titchmarsh.
(A good reference is contained in Bellman’s book [2, Sect. 12.5] and a
recent application can be found in [10].) Our contribution is to extract
those poles on a certain line and include them in the main term. Therefore,
our supplemented arguments can treat an error term which is in a form
‘‘finer’’ than that one considered by the original method. This result is
contained in our Theorem A. If F(s+_0) is of the form ‘(s) G(s) for some
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nice Dirichlet series G(s), we find that the mean value of |F(_+it)|2 can be
expressed by the mean square of the series ‘(s+1) G(s). This is Theorem B.
We shall have four applications and Theorem B will be used in the first
three.
Application 1. Let n be a positive integer with canonical decomposition
n= p&11 p
&2
2 } } } p
&k
k . Then, d is called an exponential divisor of n if d=
p+11 p
+2
2 } } } p
+k
k with + j | & j ( j=1, 2, ..., k). Define D(n)=[d : d is an exponen-
tial divisor of n] and _(e)(n)=d # D(n) d. Let 2(e)(x)=$nx _(e)(n)&Dx2
where D=r0.568 is an effective constant. Fabrykowski and Subbarao [4]
showed that
lim sup
n  
_(e)(n)
n log log n
=
6
?2
e# and 2 (e)(x)<<x1+=.
Recently, Pe termann and Wu [12] further explored that
2(e)(x)<<x(log x)53 and 2(e)(x)=0\(x log log x).
It is then natural to ask what the ‘‘average’’ order of 2(e)(x) is. We obtain
the following result.
Theorem 1. When T  , we have
|
T
1
2(e)( y)2
y3
dytA log T,
where A=1(2?2) &=1 (a(&)&)
2 and a(&)=mnk=& m+(m) _(e)(n).
Let _a(n)=d | n d a where a # R. We are concerned with nx _a(n)2
(12<|a|<1) and nx _\1(n)k (k is an integer 2).
Application 2. Let 12<|a|<1 and define
Ea(x)= :$
nx
_a(n)2&
‘(1+2 |a| ) ‘(1+|a| )2
‘(2+2 |a| )
x
&\ 1‘(2)
‘(1+a) ‘(1&a)
(1+a)
log x+Ra+ x1+a+$&a ‘(&a)
2
2
,
where Ra is a constant depending on a, $&a =1 if a<0 and 0 otherwise. It
is not difficult to show that Ea(x)<<xa+|a|+1(2+2 |a| )+= for both cases.
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Our result for its (weighted) mean square is
Theorem 2. For 12<|a|<1, as T  ,
|
T
1
Ea( y)2
y1+2(a+|a| )
dytB&|a| log T,
where B: is a constant defined by a convergent series, B:=1(2?2) h=1
(b:(h)h)2 with b:(h)=mnlk2=h n1+2:l1+:k2(1+:) d(l) +(k).
Application 3. Balakrishnan [1] obtained the representation
:

n=1
>kr=1 _ar(n)
ns
= ‘
K
r=1
‘(s&br) fk(s),
where K=2k and br ’s are the sums kr=1 $r ar , $r=0, 1 and fk(s) has an
Euler product converging in some domain. Confining to the case a1=
} } } =ak=1, Balakrishnan obtained the asymptotic formula [1, Theorem 2]
:
nx
_k(n)=Ckxk+1+Ek(x) with Ek(x)<<xk logk&13x
and [1, Theorem 3]
1
x
:
m<x
Ek(m)=xkQ(log x)+
1
2
Ck xk+O(xk&3(2k+6)+=). (1.1)
(_k(n) means _+1(n)k.) This result generalized (and improved) results of
Smith [14] in which Smith aimed at providing a proof for the fact that
R(x)= :
nx
_2(n)&5‘(3) x36{o(x2 log x) (1.2)
(a result stated by Ramanujan without proof). Our consideration gives
Theorem 3. Let k2 be an integer. Define
E +k (x)= :
nx
_+1(n)k&D+(k) xk+1&xkPk&1(log x)
and
E &k (x)= :
nx
_&1(n)k&D&(k) x&Pk(log x),
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where D\(k) are constants depending on k and Pr( y) is a polynomial in y
of degree r. We have as T  ,
|
T
1
E \k ( y)
2
y1\k+k
dytC log T,
where C=1(2?2) &=1 (c(&)&)
2 with c(&)=m | & m_k&1 C +(m). (_
k
&1 C +(m)
=uv=m _&1(u)k +(v).)
Applying the lemma in [13], (1.1) gives
|
T
1
(Ek(x)&xkPk(log x)) dx<<T k+1&3(2k+6)+=.
(Note that xkPk(log x)=(ddx)(xk+1Q(log x)).) Based on Theorem 3, we
can deduce
Corollary. For all sufficiently large T,
|
T
1
(Ek(x)&xkPk(log x))2 dx<<T 2k+1.
This can also prove Ramanujan’s result (1.2).
In our last Application, the Dirichlet series is not of the form given in
Theorem B, we apply Theorem A instead.
Application 4. Generalizing Jutila’s result [7] on exponential sums
involving divisor function, Kiuchi [8] investigated the remainder term
2a \x, hk+= :$nx _a(n) e \
hn
k +&ka&1‘(1&a) x
&k&(1+a)
‘(1+a)
1+a
x1+a&Ea \0, hk+ ,
where &1<a0, h, k are coprime integers with k1. Here e(:)=e2?i:
and Ea(s, hk)=n=1 _a(n) e(hnk) n
&s for Re s>1. (Remark: Ishibashi
[5] gave a further discussion on the value Ea(0, hk).) Kiuchi established
a truncated formula of Voronoi type for 2a(x, hk) and by means of it, he
obtained the following results, for 1kT,
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2a \T, hk+<<k(2&2a)(3&2a)+=T 1(3&2a)+= for &1<a0,
|
T
1 }2a \
h
x, k+}
2
dx = kc1T 32+a+O(k2T 1+=+k32T 34+a2+=)
for &12<a0,
where c1=(6+4a)&1 ?&2‘(32&a) ‘(32+a) ‘(32)2 ‘(3)&1.
Later Meurman [11] further studied the special case h=k=1 of this
problem. He supplied 2a( y) (=2a( y, 1)) a weighted truncated formula
with an explicit error term. Meurman used this formula to sharpen Kiuchi’s
result and successfully established a mean square formula for the case a=
&12. But for the case &1<a<&12, his method led to a upper bound
result only. The following theorem is his result.
Theorem (Meurman). Suppose x1. Then
c1x32+a+O(x) for &12<a<0,
|
x
1
2a( y)2 dy={c2 x log x+O(x) for a=&12,O(x) for &1<a<&12,
where c2=‘(32)2(24‘(3)) and the constants implied by the O-symbols may
depend on a.
The error term in Meurman’s result for the case &12<a<0 is the best
possible. This was confirmed by Lam and Tsang [9]. Our approach here
can give a weighted mean square result for the general case considered by
Kiuchi with &1<a<&12, that is,
Theorem 4. Let &1<a<&12 and h, k be two coprime integers with
k1.
|
T
1 }2a \y,
h
k+}
2 dy
y
tDa(h, k) log T as T  ,
where
Da(h, k)=
1
2?2
:
k
:, ;, *, +=1
cos \2?hk (:;&*+)+ :

l=1
a:, +(l ) a*, ;(l )
l 2
and
a:, +(l )= :
n#:(k)
nu=l
n1+ae \u+k + .
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Restricting to the case h=k=1 (Da(1, 1)=‘(&2a) ‘(1&a)2(12‘(2&2a))),
we can show that Meurman’s upper bound result for &1<a<&12 is
again the best possible. Nonetheless, our result (in this particular case) is
not new and the best in literature. It is because Chowla [3] had established
the following mean square formula by a very different method. For &1<
a<&12,
|
T
1
2a( y)2 dy=
1
12
‘(&2a) ‘(1&a)2
‘(2&2a)
T+O(T 32+a log T ).
Our result for this particular case can be deduced from his but not vice
versa.
2. MAIN RESULTS
We prove our main theorems in this section.
Theorem A. Let F(s)=n=1 ann
&s (s=_+it) have abscissa of
absolute convergence _a and a meromorphic continuation on _>_0&=0 for
some _00 and =0>0. Suppose that
(i) F(s) has only a finite number of poles on __00,
(ii) for any $>0, TT0 |F(_\it)|
2 dt<<T 3&=0 uniformly in __0+$,
where T0 is a suitably large constant and the implied constant is independent
of $,
(iii) for any $>0, T1 |F(_\it)|
2 dt<<$ T 2&c(_) where c(_) is a
positive increasing function on __0+$ and the implied constant depends
on $ only.
Let S be the set of poles of F(s) xss on the region _0__a and let
!1 , ..., !r # S have Re ! j=_0 . Define
E(x)=
:$
nx
an& :
! # S
Res! \F(s) x
s
s + for x>1,
a1
2
& :
!{!1 , ..., !r
Res! \F(s)s +
&
1
2
:
!=!1 , ..., !r
Res! \F(s)s + for x=1,
& :
!{!1 , ..., !r
Res! \F(s) x
s
s + for 0<x<1.
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Then, for all sufficiently small $>0 and any fixed T0>|Im !j | ( j=1, 2..., r),
|

0
|E(eu)|2 e&2(_0+$) u du=
1
2? | |t|T0 |F(_0+$+it)|
2 dt
|t|2
+O(1),
where the constant in the O-term is independent of $.
Proof. Since _00, by Perron’s formula (see [6, (A.9)]), we have for
c>_a ,
1
2?i |
c+i
c&i
F(s)
xs
s
ds= :$
nx
an .
Following from condition (ii), we get that 2TT 
c
_0+$
|F(_\it)|2 d_ dt<<
T 3&=0. Hence there exists a sequence [Tn] tending to infinity such that
c_0+$ |F(_\iTn)|
2 d_<<T 2&=0n . Applying residue theorem, we get for all
sufficiently small $>0,
:$
nx
an& :
!{!1 , ..., !r
Res! \F(s) x
s
s +=
1
2?i |
_0+$+i
_0+$&i
F(s)
xs
s
ds.
If !j {0, then write F(s)=Pj (s&!j)+a ( j )0 +a
( j )
1 (s&!j)+ } } } when s is
near to !j for j=1, 2, ..., r (i.e., Pj (s&!j) is the principal part of the
Laurent expansion of F(s) at s=!j). Let pj (s&!j)=Pj (s&!j)&Pj (&!j).
By residue theorem and Perron’s formula,
1
2?i |
_0+$+i
_0+$&i
pj (s&! j)
xs
s
ds
={
Res!j \F(s) x
s
s + for x>1,
&
1
2
Pj (&!j)=
1
2
Res!j \F(s)s + for x=1,
0 for 0<x<1.
The first and the last cases are quite straightforward. For the case x=1,
by moving the line of integration to Re s=c and letting c tend to , we
see that the contribution of Pj (s&!j) in the integral is zero while the
second term gives Pj (&!j)2 by Perron’s formula. If 0=!i # S, then write
F(s)=Pi (s)+a (i )0 +a
(i )
1 s+ } } } for the Laurent expansion at s=0. Put
pi (s)=Pi (s)+a (i)0 , residue theorem and Perron’s formula give that
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1
2?i |
_0+$+i
_0+$&i
pi (s)
xs
s
ds={
Res0 \F(s) x
s
s + for x>1,
a (i)0
2
=
1
2
Res0 \F(s)s + for x=1,
0 for 0<x<1.
So
E(x)=
1
2?i |
_0+$+i
_0+$&i \F(s)& :
r
j=1
pj (s&! j)+ x
s
s
ds.
Hence, by putting x=eu,
E(eu) e&(_0+$) u
=
1
2? |

&
(F(_0+$+it)& :
r
j=1
pj ($+i(t&Im !j)))
eiut
_0+$+it
dt.
For simplicity, we write g(it) for  rj=1 p j ($+i(t&Im ! j)). Note that
g(it)<<$ 1 where <<* is to emphasize the implied constant may depend
on V. (In fact, g(it)<<1 for all |t|>T0 .) By the Parseval Theorem (note
that the integrand on the right-hand side is square-integrable by
condition (iii)), we obtain
|

&
|E(eu)|2 e&2(_0+$) u du
=
1
2? |

&
|F(_0+$+it)& g(it)|2
dt
|_0+$+it| 2
.
From the definition of E(x), we see that for any sufficiently small $>0,
|
0
&
|E(eu)|2 e&2(_0+$) u du
<<|
0
& \ :!{!1 , ..., !r Res! \F(s)
eus
s + e&(_0+$) u+
2
du
<<1.
The implied constants are independent of $. Checking that F(_0+$+it)&
g(it)<<1 for |t|T0 and in case _0=0, F($+it)& g(it)<<$ for small |t|,
where the implied constants are also independent of $, we have
1
2? |
T0
&T0
|F(_0+$+it)& g(it)|2
dt
|_+$+it|2
<<1.
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Condition (ii) together with integration by parts yields
1
2? ||t|T0 |F(_0+$+it)& g(it)|
2 dt
|t| 3
<<|

T0
|t|&1&2=0 dt<<1.
(The implied constants depend on T0 and =0 only.) Thus,
|

0
|E(eu)|2 e&2(_0+$) u du
=
1
2? | |t| T0 |F(_0+$+it)& g(it)|
2 dt
|t| 2
+O(1),
and
|
|t| T0
|F(_0+$+it)& g(it)|2
dt
|t|2
=|
|t| T0
|F(_0+$+it)|2
dt
|t| 2
+|
|t|T0
_(| g(it)|2& g(it) F(_0+$+it)&g(it) F(_0+$+it))
dt
|t|2
.
The last integral is <<1 by using CauchySchwarz inequality and
condition (ii). Our assertion follows.
Theorem B. Let G(s)=n=1 g(n) n
&s be a Dirichlet series with real
g(n). Suppose that G(s) has only a finite number of poles on Re s0 and
satisfies the following condition: there exists a constant *>0 such that
(i) n=1 n
*g(n)2<,
(ii) for any _0,
|
2T
T }G(_+it)& :nH
g(n)
n_+it }
2
dt<<T 1&*
where T BHT for some absolute constant B>0 and the implied constant
is independent of _.
Suppose F(s+_0)=‘(s) G(s). Then, as T  ,
|
T
1
E( y)2
y2_0+1
dyt
1
2?2
:

k=1 \
u(k)
k +
2
log T,
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where E( y) is defined ( for F(s)) as that one in Theorem A and u(k)k=
mn=k g(m) n&1 is the coefficient of the Dirichlet series ‘(s+1) G(s)
(Re s>0).
Proof. Obviously, when G(s) satisfies the stated hypothesis, we have
2TT |G(_+it)|
2 dt<<T. From [6, Theorem 1.9], ‘(s)<<t(1&_)2 log t for
|t|t0>0 uniformly on 0_1 and so F(s) satisfies the conditions in
Theorem A. We then have
|

0
E(eu)2 e&2(_0+$) u du
=
1
2? ||t|T0 |‘($+it) G($+it)|
2 dt
|t|2
+O(1). (2.1)
By [6, (1.23)(1.25)], we know that |‘(s)|=( |t|2?)12&_ (1+O( |t|&1))
|‘(1&s)|, so
|
2T
T
|‘($+it) G($+it)|2
dt
t2
=
1
(2?)1&2$ |
2T
T
|‘(1&$+it) G($+it)| 2
dt
t1+2$
+O(T &1+=)
=
1
(2?)1&2$ |
2T
T } :nT
1
n1&$+it }
2
} :nH
g(n)
n$+it }
2 dt
t1+2$
+O(T &*2+=). (2.2)
The last step follows from condition (ii) and Lemma 3.2 below (in
Section 3).
Write u$(k, T, H)=mn=k, mH, nT m1&2$g(m) and u$(k)=u$(k, , ),
then u(k)=u0(k). Now, by Lemma 3.1 in Section 3, the integral in (2.2) is
:
kTH \
u$(k, T, H )
k1&$ +
2
|
2T
T
dt
t1+2$
+O \T &1&2$ :kTH
u$(k, T, H )2
k1&2$ +
= :

k=1 \
u$(k)
k1&$+
2
|
2T
T
dt
t1+2$
+O \T &2$ :k>H \
u$(k)
k1&$+
2
+
+O \T &2$ :H<kTH \
u$(k, T, H )
k1&$ +
2
+
+O \T &1&2$ :kTH
u$(k, T, H )2
k1&2$ +
=I1+I2+I3+I4 , say. (2.3)
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Since u$(k)2m | k m2(1&2$)g(m)2 m | k 1<<k= m | k m2(1&2$)g(m)2, we
have k>M u$(k)2 k2$&2<<M&*+2$+= by condition (i). This holds also for
$=0 so the convergence of  (u(k)k)2 is justified. Moreover, I2<<H&*+=
and similar treatment gives I3 , I4<<H&*+=. By putting them into (2.3)
and by (2.2), we get
|
2T
T
|‘($+it) G($+it)|2
dt
t2
=
1
(2?)1&2$
:

k=1 \
u$(k)
k1&$+
2
|
2T
T
dt
t1+2$
+O(T &* min(B, 12)+=).
With (2.1),
|

0
E(eu)2 e&2(_0+$) u du=
1
21&2$?2&2$
:

k=1 \
u$(k)
k1&$+
2
|

T0
dt
t1+2$
+O(1).
Since u$(k)2=u(k)2+O($k= m | k m2g(m)2), we obtain
|

0
E(eu)2 e&2(_0+$) u du=
1
(2?)2
:

k=1 \
u(k)
k +
2 1
$
+O(1).
By [15, (7.12.1)(7.12.2)], the result follows.
3. SOME PREPARATIONS
In this section, we state some lemmas which will be used in our applica-
tions. Some estimates here and in Section 4 are not sharp. We would not
improve them as they are enough for our purpose.
Lemma 3.1. Let [an] and [bn] be two sequences of complex numbers.
For any real numbers _, T and H<<T, we have
|
T+H
T \:n an n
&it+\:n bnn
&it+ dtt_
=:
n
anbn |
T+H
T
dt
t_
+O \T &_ \:n n |an |
2+
12
\:n n |bn |
2+
12
+ .
This can be easily proved with Hilbert’s inequality.
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Lemma 3.2. For 0<c0_2, x|t|?, let s=_+it,
‘(s)= :
nx
n&s+
x1&s
s&1
+O(x&_),
where the O-constant depends only on c0 . Besides, for Re s1, |Im s|2T,
we have
1
‘(s)
& :
n<x
+(n)
ns
<<T &A+=,
where x=exp((log T )10) and A>0 is a small but fixed constant.
The first part in [6, Theorem 1.8] and the second part comes from the
proof of [15, Theorem 3.13].
Lemma 3.3. Let T be any large number. For a<&12 and any $>0, we
have
|
T
1 } ‘2(&a+$+it)& :nT
d(n)
n&a+$+it }
2
dt<<T 2(1+a&$)+=.
Proof. We follow the same idea in the proof of [6, Lemma 8.4] with
F(s)=‘(s)2&nT d(n) n&s.
4. BACK TO APPLICATIONS
Application 1. From [12, Lemma 3.1], F(s)=n=1 _
(e)(n) n&s has only
one pole on the half-plane Re s1 at s=2 with residue ‘(3) H(2)‘(4)
(and thus D=‘(3) H(2)(2‘(4))). In addition, h(n)<<n34+= and
 |h(n)|2 n&_ is convergent for any _>32. Let s=_+it with _1, we
have
H(s)= :
nT
h(n)
ns
+O(T &14+=). (4.1)
Taking G(s)=‘(2s+1) H(s+1)‘(3s+1), we have F(s+1)=‘(s) G(s),
G(s)= :

&=1
1
&s
:
n2k3l=&
+(k) h(l )
nkl
,
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and
G(s)= :

&=1
1
&s
:
mn=&
_(e)(m)
m
+(n).
Thus, g(&)=n2k3l=& (nkl )&1 +(k) h(l )=mn=& m&1_(e)(m) +(n). Choose
0<*<18, then &=1 &
* | g(&)|2<+.
Condition (i) in Theorem B is now satisfied. Moreover, we have by
Lemma 3.2 and (4.1), for _0 and t # [T, 2T],
G(_+it)= :
&T 2B
g(&)
&_+it
+ :
n, kT B, lT
n2k3l>T 2B
+(k) h(l )
n1+2_+2itk1+3_+3itl 1+_+it
+O \T = } :TB<nT
1
n1+2_+2it }+
+O \T = } :TB<k<x
+(k)
k1+3_+3it }++O(T &B+=), (4.2)
where B=min(A, *) and A is defined in Lemma 3.2. By Lemma 3.1, the
third and fourth terms are <<T 1&B. By CauchySchwarz inequality, the
second integral in (4.2) is
<< :
lT
|h(l )|
l 54&= |
2T
T } :
n, kT B
n2k3>T 2Bl
+(k)
n1+2_+2itk1+3_+3it }
2
dt
<<T 1&B3+=. (4.3)
Condition (ii) holds from (4.2)(4.3). This completes the proof of
Theorem 1.
Application 2. When &1<a<&12, the Dirichlet series F(s)=n=1
_a(n)2 n&s=‘(s) ‘(s&2a) ‘(s&a)2 ‘(2s&2a)&1 (Re s=_>1) can be
analytically continued to a meromorphic function on C. F(s) xss&1 has
poles at s=0, 1+a and 1 on the half-plane Re s0. We take _0=0,
G(s)= :

h=1
_2a C +(h)
hs
= :

h=1
nlk2=h l
an2ak2a+(k) d(l )
hs
and so
g(h)=_2a C +(h)= :
nlk2=h
l an2ak2a+(k) d(l )<<ha+=.
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Choose *=&(12+a), we have h=1 h
* |_2a C +(h)|
2<+. Also,
|
2T
T }G(_+it)& :hT
_2a C +(h)
h_+it }
2
dt
<<|
2T
T }
‘(&2a+_+it)
‘(&2a+2_+2it)
:
nT
d(n)
n&a+_+it
& :
hT
_2a C +(h)
h_+it }
2
dt
+|
2T
T }
‘(&2a+_+it)
‘(&2a+2_+2it) }
2
_} ‘(&a+_+it)2& :nT
d(n)
n&a+_+it }
2
dt.
By Lemma 3.2 and 3.3, the second integral is <<T 2+2a+=, and the first
integral is
<<|
2T
T } :
nlk2>T
n, lT, kx
+(k) d(l )
n&2a+_+itk&2a+2_+2itl &a+_+it }
2
dt+T 1&A+=.
With the CauchySchwarz inequality and Lemma 3.1, we see that it is
<<T 2+2a&_+=. Condition (ii) in Theorem B holds.
For the case 12<a<1, F(s)=‘(s) ‘(s&2a) ‘(s&a)2 ‘(2s&2a)&1 has
poles at s=1+2a, 1+a on the half-plane Re s2a. By taking _0=2a and
G(s)=‘(s+2a) ‘(s+a)2 ‘(2s+2a)&1 (note that G(s)=h=1 _
2
&a C +(h)
h&s), we have F(s+_0)=‘(s) G(s). Our result follows from Theorem B.
Application 3. We first consider the case of _&1(n)k. From [1, Theorem 1
and Lemma 6], the function F&(s)=n=1 _&1(n)
k n&s has two poles s=0
and s=1 on the half-plane Re s0. So,
D&(k)=‘(2)(
k
1) ‘(3)(
k
2) } } } ‘(k)(
k
k&1) ‘(k+1) H&k(1)
and
Pk(log x)=Res0 \F&(s) x
s
s + .
Define
G(s)=‘(s+1)k 9(s)= :

h=1
1
hs
:
m | h
dk(m)
m
 \ hm+ ,
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where
9(s)= :

n=1
(n)
ns
=‘(s+2)(
k
2) } } } ‘(s+k&1)(
k
k&1) ‘(s+k) H&k(s)
and dk(m) is the number of ways to express m as a product of k integers.
Then, (n)<<n&12+=, 9(s)=nT (n) n&s+O(T &12&_+=) for Re s=
_>&12 and F&(s)=‘(s) G(s). (So G(s)=h=1 _
k
&1 C +(h) h
&s.) Choose
*=1(2k), it is clear that condition (i) of Theorem B holds. Moreover,
|
2T
T }G(_+it)& :hT
g(h)
h_+it }
2
dt
<<|
2T
T } :nT
dk(n)
n1+_+it
:
nT
(n)
n_+it
& :
hT
g(h)
h_+it }
2
dt
+|
2T
T } ‘(1+_+it)k& :nT
dk(n)
n1+_+it }
2
dt+T =
=J1+J2+O(T =), say.
Now,
J2 <<T = |
2T
T }\ :nT
1
n1+_+it+
k
& :
nT
dk(n)
n1+_+it } dt+T =
<<T = |
2T
T } :
n1n2 } } } nk>T
n1 , ..., nkT
1
(n1n2 } } } nk)1+_+it } dt+T =
<<T 1&1(2k)+=.
For J1 , since
:
m, nT
dk(m)
m1+_+it
(n)
n_+it
& :
hT
g(h)
h_+it
= :
mn>T
dk(m)
m1+_+it
(n)
n_+it
,
we obtain J1<<T 1&12+=. Therefore, Theorem B is applicable.
For the case _+1(n)k, we first note that F+(s)=n=1 _+1(n)
k n&s has
two poles at s=k and k+1 on the half-plane Re sk, and therefore
D+(k)=‘(2)(
k
1) ‘(3)(
k
2) } } } ‘(k)(
k
k&1) ‘(k+1) H+k(k+1)
and
Pk&1(log x)=Resk \F+(s) x
s
s + .
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By taking _0=k and G+(s)=‘(s)&1 F+(s+k), we have G+(s)=G(s).
Again, the result follows from Theorem B.
Application 4. Define .(s, #)=m=1 e(m#) m
&s, Ea(s, hk)=n=1
_a(n) e(hnk) n&s and the Hurwitz Zeta-function ‘(s, #)=n=0(n+#)
&s
(0<#1) for Re s>1. The Hurwitz Zeta-function ‘(s, #) can be analyti-
cally continued to a meromorphic function over C with a simple pole at
s=1 of residue 1. It satisfies the functional equation
‘(s, #)=&i1(1&s)(2?)s&1 \e \s4+ .(1&s, #)&e \&
s
4+ .(1&s, &#)+
(see [15, (2.17.3)]). So .(1&s, #) can be analytically continued to the
whole C as well with no pole except for the case #=1. Besides, for
&1<a<0,
Ea \s, hk+=ka&2s :
k
:, ;=1
e \h:;k + ‘ \s&a,
:
k+ ‘ \s,
;
k+ .
Hence Ea(s, hk) can also be continued analytically to a meromorphic func-
tion on C with two simple poles at s=1 and 1+a with residues
ka&1‘(1&a) and k&a&1‘(1+a). Let s=_+it and 0<#1 be a rational
number. We have for |t|1, ‘(_+it, #), .(_+it, #)<<|t| (1&_)2+= and
Ea(s, hk)<<|t| 1&_+= uniformly in 0_1 and a_1 respectively
where &1<a<0. Like the case #=0, we have for 0<c0_2 and
M|t|?>>1,
.(s, #)= :
mM
e(m#)
ms
+O(tM &_+t&1M 1&_), (4.4)
where the O-constant depends on # and c0 only.
Lemma 4.1. For all large T, we have
(a) let 12<*_<1 and 0<:, ;1,
|
2T
T } ‘(_+it, :) ‘(_&it, ;)& :
0n, m- T(2?)
_
1
((n+:)(m+;))_ \
m+;
n+: +
it
} dt<<T 54&_2+=,
where the implied constant depends on *, : and ;.
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(b) for any $>0 and for &1<a<&12,
|
T
1 }Ea \_\it,
h
k+}
2
dt<<T 2&_2 for all 2_$,
where the implied constant depends on $.
Proof. Part (b) is deduced from the result in part (a) and
[6, Lemma 8.3]. Part (a) can be proved with the following approximate
equation of Hurwitz Zeta-function from [16, (2)],
‘(_+it, #)= :
0nx
1
(n+#)_+it
+\2?t +
_&12+it
_ei(?4+t) :
1m y
e(&m#)
m1&(_+it)
+O(x&_ log t)
where 1x y and 2?xy=t.
Applying Theorem A with _0=0, we have
|

0 }2a \eu,
h
k+}
2
e&2$u du
=
1
2? ||t|T0 }Ea \$+it,
h
k+}
2 dt
|t|2
+O(1), (4.5)
where 0<$<(|a|&12)4. Moreover,
1
2? | |t|T0 }Ea \$+it,
h
k+}
2 dt
|t|2
=
k2(a&2$)
2? ||t|T0
_} :
k
:, ;=1
e \h:;k + ‘ \&a+$+it,
:
k+ ‘ \$+it,
;
k+ }
2 dt
|t| 2
=(2?)2$&3 k2(a&2$) :
k
:, ;, *, +=1
e \h(:;&*+)k +
_{|tT0+|t&T0= , (4.6)
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where by letting
8:, *&;, + ($+it)=‘ \&a+$+it, :k+ ‘ \&a+$&it,
*
k+
_. \1&$&it, &;k+ . \1&$+it,
+
k+
and using the functional equation of ‘(s, #), we have
|
tT0
=2? |
tT0
8:, *&;, +($+it)
dt
t1+2$
+O(1)
and similarly,
|
t&T0
=2? |
tT0
8:, *;, &+($&it)
dt
t1+2$
+O(1).
After putting them back to (4.6), we obtain
1
2? ||t|T0 }Ea \$+it,
h
k+ }
2 dt
|t|2
=2(2?)2$&2 k2(a&2$) :
k
:, ;, *, +=1
cos \2? h(:;&*+)k +
_|
tT0
8:, *&;, +($+it)
dt
t1+2$
+O(1). (4.7)
Lemma 4.1(a) and (4.4) yield
|
2T
T
8:, *&;, + ($+it)
dt
t1+2$
=|
2T
T
:
0n, m- T(2?)
\n+:k+
a&$&it
\m+*k+
a&$+it
_ :
1u, vT 2
e \u+k + e \&
v;
k + u&1+$&itv&1+$+it
dt
t1+2$
+O(T 14+a2+3$2+=). (4.8)
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To treat the integral, we define
a:, +(l, $, T ) = :
uT 2, nk - T(2?)+:
nu=l, n#:(k)
u$n1+a&$e \u+k +
<<min(l, - T )1+a+2$ d(l )
and a:, +(l, $)=a:, +(l, $, ), a:, +(l )=a:, +(l, 0). Write T(:)=(k - T(2?)+
:) T 2, T(;)=(k - T(2?)+;) T 2, and T(:, ;)=min(T(:), T(;)), the
integral in (4.8) is, by Lemma 3.1,
k&2a+2$ { :lT(:, ;)
a:, +(l, $, T ) a*, ;(l, $, T )
l 2 |
2T
T
dt
t1+2$
+O \T &1&2$ \ :mT(:)
|a:, +(m, $, T )|2
m +
12
_\ :mT(;)
|a*, ;(m, $, T )| 2
m +
12
+= .
The O-term is <<T &1&2$(m- T d(m)2 m1+2a+T 1+a - T<m<<T52 d(m)2
m&1)<<T a&2$+= and the main term is
:

l=1
a:, +(l, $) a*, ;(l, $)
l2 |
2T
T
dt
t1+2$
+O(T 12+a+2$+=).
Therefore,
|
2T
T
8:, *&;, +($+it)
dt
t1+2$
= :

l=1
a:, +(l, $) a*, ;(l, $)
l2 |
2T
T
dt
t1+2$
+O(T 14+a2+3$2+=).
After applying this formula to (4.7), we conclude that
|

0 }2a \eu,
h
k+}
2
e&2$u du
=
1
2? ||t|T0 }Ea \$+it,
h
k+}
2 dt
|t|2
+O(1) by (4.5)
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=2(2?)2$&2 k2(a&2$) :
k
:, ;, *, +=1
cos \2?h(:;&*+)k +
_ :

l=1
a:, +(l, $) a*, ;(l, $)
l2 |

T0
dt
t1+2$
+O(1)
=
1
(2?)2
:
k
:, ;, *, +=1
cos \2?h(:;&*+)k + :

l=1
a:, +(l ) a*, ;(l )
l2
1
$
+O(1)
since a:, +(l, $)=a:, +(l )+O($l1+a+$+=) for all sufficiently small $>0.
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